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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines a manufacturing process using a real time

inter-

face with a 6502 microprocessor that gives the appearance of parallel
processing.

Two separate processes are operated, apparently simultan-

eously with an asynchronous interface between the two processes. An
Apple microcomputer, an ISAAC data transfer system and a constructed
simulation model are used to demonstrate this process.

The model is constructed of Fischertechnik manufactured parts for the
support framework, as well as gearing devices, small DC electric motors,
and sensing devices in the form of photo-electric switches and single
pole double throw switches physically activated by the constructed
model. The software, written in Applesoft BASIC and Cyborg's Labsoft,
was designed to operate the modeled processes simultaneously and allow
an asynchronous interaction between the two processes.

The model has

applications for use as a method to illustrate manufacturing techniques
and to assist in the design and control of manufacturing processes.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The concept of parallel computation using a digital computer tends to
evoke one of two general images.

First, and easiest to conceive, is a

process within the computer that identifies two separate and distinct
tasks, and completes both of the tasks simultaneously using two, or
more, distinct and separate data paths and two separate and distinct
hardware elements that work independently.

The second general image is

that of one set of hardware elements cleverly manipulated by the software input to

carry out

two assigned tasks in what appears to be

separate and distinct tasking but is in fact an interleaving of commands
from one task with a second task.

The clear distinction between the two becomes extremely important in
large database systems or with systems that are carrying out a very
large number of calculations to reach a desired conclusion.

Areas with such concerns include digital image processing, artificial
intelligence, as applied in expert systems or vision systems, and mathematical calculations of a lengthy and repetitive nature.

True hardware parallelism is

a highly desired end in these situations

as time to completion of the desired end can be reduced through effic-
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ient use of parallel

hard ware systems

that allow truly simultaneous

completion of distinct tasks. While the basic notion is to save time, it
should be noted that when microprocessors are placed in parallel to
complete distinct tasks simultaneously, the time savings are significant
but not directly proportional to the number of microprocessors doing the
distinct tasks.

This is true due to the sharing of hardware and soft-

ware that will require, at times, waiting by one task operation for
another task operation to complete its use of shared hardware or software systems.

Schemes such as pipelining[6] and vectoring[ 1] have been utilized to
minimize the time necessary to complete parallel operations with a high
degree of success.

As Very Large System Integration technology and

sophisticated software techniques keep improving, more and better paralleling for special purposes are certainly anticipated as the expected
limit of knowledge for this area of concern is considered to be very far
from having been approached[3].

The primary concern of this study, however, is to pursue a different
process from that of true parallelism.

There are situations where the

primary considerations are not as time constrained as those operations
mentioned above.

In many real time interface situations, operations

being carried out can be operated by interfacing more than one process
with one microcomputer utilizing software to keep the two or more independent processes operating at the same time and allowing the independent processes to interact with each other in an asynchronous fashion.
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It is important that the limitations of the microprocessor used be kept
in mind so that the microprocessor may be used reliably in its application.

That is, the microprocessor that is overtaxed for its speed capa-

city or memory characteristics will not respond accurately to the controlled operation.

The Model

For the purpose of this investigation a working model simulating two
distinct processes was constructed and various sensing devices interfaced with an Apple II plus* computer and a data transfer system designated as ISAAC** by the Cyborg corporation.

The model was constructed

of manufactured parts from the Fischertechnik*** by Fischer Factories of
Western Germany.

Figure 1 shows, in schematic form, the operation referred to as "Size
and Separate."

This operation is activated asynchronously when a styro-

foam block of one of two sizes is placed on the conveyer belt at the
point labeled 1.

The conveyer belt is activated and transfers the block

to station 2 where a hoist mechanism descends and mechanically determines whether the block is a large or a small block by closing a set of
"grabbers" onto the block.

*
**
***

Apple II plus is a registered trademark of Apple Computers Inc ••
ISAAC is a registered trademark of Cyborg Corporation.
.
Fischertechnik is a registered trademark of Fischer Factories of
West Germany.
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The block is then lifted by the hoist for transfer t o e1· th er the small
block repository or the large block process 1· ng 1 1· ne s h own in Figure 2
and described in the following paragraph.

□

Hoist Frame

Station 1

Station 2

D
Hoist Track

Photo Sensor-

Print Four Sides
Process

Figure 1. Size and Separate Operation

The large block processing line, Figure 2 below, the second process of
this model, receives blocks from the block supply device and the "Size
and Separate" operation.

Blocks proceed to the first station on the

line referred to as "Print and

Rotate" where printing on two sides is
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simulated and the block is rotated ninety degrees counterclockwise.
The block

proceeds to a second print station where printing on two

sides is simulated.

The block is then transported to the repository

simulating a holding area for further processing.

Size and Separate

and

Station 3

Rotate

□

□·

a

Print Station 2

Figure 2. Large Block Processing Line

□
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The Project

The project consists of building the model as described and interfacing
it with an Apple II plus microcomputer and to develop software to initialize the model and cause the model to appear to be operating as though
the two operations within the model are operating simultaneously with an
interaction between the two.

The Equipment

1.

Apple II plus microcomputer with 65 kilobytes of random access
memory, two disc drives, and a color monitor.

2.

ISAAC data transfer system by the Cyborg Corporation.

3.

Previously constructed sensor read and motor control devices.

4.

Variable voltage, three through twelve volts DC, power supplies.

5.

Six Fischertechnik photo sensors, 16 Fischertechnik SPDT mechanical
switches as sensors, three Fischertechnik Mini-Mot DC motors, five
Fischertechnik Mot 1 DC motors, various Fischertechnik gears, conveyer belt parts and structural parts.

1. The Apple II plus

The microcomputer used was the Apple II plus.
the MC6502.

The central processor is

There were 65 kilobytes of random access memory available
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which proved to be ample.
ports.

The Apple II plus supports eight Input/Output

The program for this project is written in Applesoft BASIC.*

2. The ISAAC (_!.ntegrated .§_ystem A_utomatic ACquisition System)

This unit is a modular data acquisition and transfer system that accepts
analog and binary inputs from sensors and instruments.

There is also

capacity for analog and binary signal output from ISAAC to outside
systems.
interface.

The ISAAC hardware is a real time signal conditioner and
ISAAC expands the capability of the Apple II plus data

handling. There are eight expansion slots within the ISAAC to accommodate binary Input/Output functions the same as the main ISAAC board and
customized Input/Output functions as well.

The ISAAC system is utilized by Cyborg's Labsoft** programing language.
Labsoft is an expansion of Applesoft Basic adding over sixty additional
commands.

The Applesoft commands may be used anywhere in an Applesoft

Basic program to allow the determination of the value of inputs to ISAAC
and to adjust the value of outputs from ISAAC.

3.

Sensor Read and Motor Control

The necessary power outputs to motors operated by a binary output signal

* Applesoft BASIC is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.
** Labsoft is a trademark of Cyborg Corporation
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from

the ISAAC

system was

obtained using

logic circuits designed and

built at the University of Central Florida by the Computer Engineering
Department.

These devices also contained logic circuitry to control the

binary inputs to ISAAC.

4.

Alternating Current

12VDC Power Supplies

adapters from

Fischertechnik were used to convert

120 volt alternating current to discrete values of direct current voltage at a maximum current draw of 300 milliamperes.

The discrete vol-

tages made available by these power units are three, four and one-half,
five, seven and one-half, nine and twelve volts of direct current.

5.

Fischertechnik

The Fischertechnik from Fischer Factories of West Germany has available
a wide variety of structural modeling parts, gearing devices, sensing
devices (photo, mechanical, pneumatic) and small DC motors for use in
dynamic modeling.

CHAPTER 2
OPERATION

The model was operated from the Apple II plus through the ISAAC system
utilizing two sets of binary inputs and outputs.

The two sets of inputs

are labeled A and B with the two sets of outputs labeled AM

and BM to

designate their use as operating the small electric DC motors in a
specifiable direction of rotation.

The two processes within the model

are referred to as SS for "Size and Separate" and P4S for "Print Four
Sides."

Table 1 delineates which of the sixteen inputs of each set A

and Bare utilized and for what purpose.

Table 2 delineates the output

operations for output sets AM and BM.

A styrofoam block placed on the "Size and Separate" conveyer at station
one starts the conveyer in the forward direction.

As the two sizes of

blocks move through the "Size and Separate" operation, the block being
used is placed in the proper area for removal, if a small block, or for
processing if a large block.
Four Sides" process.

The large block is processed in the "Print

Having completed this process, the block is removed

to simulate further processing. Figure 3 illustrates the general concept
of the overall operation.
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TABLE 1
BINARY INPUTS

Input set A.
Input II
1.

Source Sensor

Purpose

Photo cell

Start SS conveyer
Not used
Stop SS Conveyer
Start switch for operation
Hoist frame end detector forward
Hoist bottom end stop
Hoist top end stop
Station 2 stop detector reverse
Not used
Not used
Hoist grabber motor stop reverse
Hoist grabber motor stop forward
Hoist frame end at P4S position
Small block detector
Large block rotate detector
Not used

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 •
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Photo Cell
SPST Switch
SPST Switch
SPST Switch
SPST SWitch
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
Photo Cell

Input set B
1•

SPDT Switch

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

13.

SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
Photo Cell
SPDT Switch
SPDT Switch
Photo Cell
Photo Cell
SPDT Switch

14.
15.
16.

SPDT Switch

10.

11 •
12.

Rotate station grabber stop
Not used
Not used
Not used
Rotate grabber stop reverse
Rotator stop forward
Rotator stop reverse
Print Station 2 block detector
Print Station 2 stop forward
Print Station 2 stop reverse
Station 3 block indicator
Loader block present indicator
Print Station 2 initial stop
Not used
Not used
Operation interrupt switch
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TABLE 2
BINARY OUTPUTS

Output set A.
' Output II
1•

Output to

Purpose

Mot 1

SS conveyer forward
Not used
Hoist frame forward
Not used
Hoist frame reverse
Hoist up
Hoist down
Hoist grabber release
Hoist grabber grab
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used
Not Used

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

2 each Mini Mot
Mot 1
Mot 1
Mot 1
Mini Mot
Mini Mot

10.

11 •
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Output set B

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Mini Mot
Mini Mot
Mot 1
Mini Mot
Mini Mot
Mot 1
Mot 1
Mot 1

Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Print Station 2 printer forward
Print Station 2 printer reverse
Loader conveyer forward
Rotate grabber release
Rotate grabber grab
Rotate reverse
Rotate forward
Not used
P4S forward
Not used
Not used
Not used
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APPLE II
MICROCOMPUTER
ISAAC
SYSTEM

INPUT/OUTPUT

INPUT/OUTPUT

A

B

SS
P4S
SENSORS SENSORS

P4S MOTORS

SS MOTORS

BLOCKS

Figure 3.General Operation of System

CHAPTER 3
SOFTWARE

Software Development

The software for this overall operating system was written as one module, sequentially structured continuously polling the input sensors
attached to the computer through the ISAAC system. A module to initialize the system was prepared. This initializing module positions all
systems within the processes of the overall operation in their initial
J

positions.

A module that exercises each station in sequence was pre-

pared. This module provided an example operation of each system within
each process in order to systematically determine the input and output
values necessary to operate each system of each process. A module called
SIGCHK and one called SIGCHK1 was prepared to determine the value of the
sixteen bit binary word for input sets A and B.
and

A module called MOTCHK

one called MOTCHK1 were developed, so that binary output words for

output sets AM and BM respectively could be run to determine proper
output values that would turn on or off the various DC motors within the
systems of the two processes.

Finally an overall operating module for

the two processes was developed that would simulate parallel operation
of the two processes of the operating model.
available in the Appendix.
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All modules are made
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Software Structure

The software was developed using Applesoft BASIC language and Cyborg's
Labsoft instructions.

The Labsoft instructions control the ISAAC sys-

tem. When Labsoft instructions are used, it is necessary to initialize
the Apple with the Labsoft system disc, prior to downloading the developed program.

This procedure also :reduces the amount of time necessary

for the program to operate.

The development of the software centered around several specific concerns.

Since the software will continuously poll through the entire

operating program it is necessary to keep the operating module as short
as possible

while

making as few changes as possible for each command

within the program.

The program commands were limited to :reading in a sixteen bit binary
word and w:ri ting out a sixteen bit binary word.

Any calculations re-

quired o:r functions needed were completed outside the operation program
to allow the operation program to operate as quickly as possible.
R.

Mr.

o. Curtis in the Labsoft reference manual states " ••• simple inputs

to and from integer variables are easily the fastest Labsoft operations
available."[ 12 J

This consideration was incorporated during software

development in order to :reduce the response time of the model operating
program. Writing commands that used the least amount of execution time
:received the highest priority.

It was addressed by attempting to struc-

ture the software to allow operation of the model at a reasonable speed,
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with enough accuracy so that changes in the binary input are detected
and actions follow to keep the model operating as desired.

It is expec-

ted, even with the relatively small model described, that input changes
will be "missed" (i.e. a sensor that is activated by a moving device may
change its output for a period of time that is shorter than the polling
time for the model operating program, possibly resulting in the sensor
change not being input to the system)

occasionally.

A user interrupt

switch that causes the model to cease operation and re-initialize itself
is part of the software operating program.

The clock speed of the microprocessor is one megahertz with Labsoft
references indicating the amount of time necessary to complete a Labsoft
command, on the average, is between thirty and sixty milliseconds.[12]
It is expected that there will be approximately seventy program lines to
operate the model with an average of approximately fifty milliseconds
per line when a polled sixteen bit input calls for a change.

It is

estimated from information obtained from references[8] and [12] that
approximately ten milliseconds are required to store a new value or test
a command line that results in no operation.

With seventy lines of programing it is anticipated that the maximum time
to poll through the operation program will be approximately 400 to 600
milliseconds.

That is enough time for a sensor to be "missed" when two

or more sensors change at a time close together.
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Full advantage was taken of the ability to change only one bit of
information output by the operating model by using the Labsoft logical
AND masking command facility.

At first consideration it might seem that

this would lengthen the software program.

However, when considering the

alternative of programing the possible variations of twenty-two inputs
for any given position situation of the model at any specified time, the
approach of logical AND masking

reduces the comparison checks that

would otherwise be necessary by a very large number.

The masking of all input bits except those which would cause a change
allowed operations to continue that were already in process and still
start or stop other operations of the model as necessary. The strong
disadvantage is that if two or more operations really require a
simultaneous initiation or termination, enough tolerance must be available in the operating system to allow a sequential processing of the
change via polling.

CHAPTER 4
OBSERVED RESULTS

The software programs developed for use with the described model are
listed in Appendix A.

As anticipated, there are on occasion "missed"

sensor readings that cause the model to continue operations that should
be terminated or, more often, not initiate operations that are desired.

The appearance of simultaneous operating of two processes with an asynchronous

interface between

the two was achieved.

This appearance is

achieved by considering the two processes as one operation while developing the software.

The resulting program can then "appear" to be

operating two processes simultaneously to an outside human observer,
especially if the observer has been conditioned through experience or
previous observation of the processes to consider them as separate and
distinct tasks. The software was developed not giving credence to the
separation of the tasks as humans often see such systems.

The limitations observed were directly related to the speed at which the
microprocessor operates and the demands placed on that time by using the
Labsoft language through the ISAAC data retrieval system. This model
places the system at its limits with :regard to how many sensors and
devices can be monitored and operated. This model illustrates an environment that might be found in a typical industrial assembly line atmos-
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phere. In situations where sensors can be monitored intermittently
without the need for real time interaction responses, this system is
capable of monitoring many more inputs than are used here. The more
severe limitation is that all the sensors require constant monitoring
and any one of them may demand a response at any time.

Later versions of the Apple computer operate at much faster clock speeds
and could extend the dimensions of a model to be operated significantly.
A second alternative that would expand the capability of the microprocessor to operate a more extended model would be to interface with
the computer through a more direct peripheral interface adapter and
utilize the assembly language for the 6502 processor.

Such an arrange-

ment would allow more strict control of the timing involved in reading
and reacting to a sensor device resulting in considerably faster
response times.

The capabilities of the ISAAC system are
for this model.

greater than those put to use

Utilizing the style of inputs and outputs given, ISAAC

is capable of 144 binary inputs and outputs, thirty-two analog inputs
and outputs and thirty-six Schmidt trigger inputs.

If coupled with a

faster microprocessor this system has a wide variety of extensive applications including the possibility of a monitor/diagnostic expert system
within an industrial setting.

This application would be particularly

practical if there was enough time to utilize the information input to
the computer in order to calculate a function that results in a message
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to a human operator or a response to the system being operated that is
other than immediate.

The model as constructed and the software as developed has applications
as an illustration of manufacturing techniques and to assist
design and control of manufacturing processes.

in the

APPENDIX
PROGRAM LISTINGS
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LIST OF LABSOFT COMMANDS USED

1• & BIN , (TV) [ ( DII) , (AM ) ] ••• Used to input a 16 bit bin a r y v a 1 u e in TV.

DII stands for the expansion device number-.

AM is a logical AND mask

used to mask out any of the 16 bits that could not be or were not used.

2. & BOUT, (DV) [ (DII) ,(AM) ] ••• Provides an output DV as a 16 bit binary
wor d.

3.

& PAUSE s aexp ••• Pauses the execution of a program for the number of

seconds (to the tenth of a second) specified by aexp.
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POSITION INITIALIZING PROGRAM
1

for X

2
3

pr i r,t

5

=

1 to 30

r,ext X
"PRESS START SWITCH TO B
EGIN
for X = 1 to 10
print

11

6

7
Prir,t
8
r,ext X
10
& BIN. (TV)
8

20
30

40
45
50
60

= X. <D#)

= 7,. (AM)

=

if X = 0 then
ooto 80
a,:,to 10
& BIN. (TV) = X. <D#) = 7,. (AM) =
16
pri r,t X
if X = 16 then
& BOUT. (DV) =
4 .. ( D#) = 7" (AM) = 4
,
if X = 0 then
& BOUT,. (DV? =
0,. CD#) = 7,. CAM) = 4: o.::,to , 12
0

80

ooto 40
& BIN. <TV) = X"

85

96
orint X

70

90

95

100

<D#)

=

= 7" <AM>

if X = 64 then
& BOUT,. (DV)
32,. (0#) = 7,. (AM) = 32
if X = 96 then
& BOUT,. (DV)

=

=

32,. (0#) = 7. <AM) = 32
if X = 32 then
& BOUT. (DV) =
o. (0#) = 7. <AM) = 64: ooti:, 4
0

110
120
130

140
145
150
160
170

o ot ,:, 80

= X. CD#) = 7. (AM>
= 3072
orint X
if X = 3072 then
& BOUT. (DV
) = 128,. <D#) = 7. (AM> = 128
if X = 1024 then
& BOUT. (DV
) = 128. (0#) = 7,. (AM> = 128
if X = 2048 then
& BOUT, <OV
> = O, (0#) = 7,. <AM) = 128: oot,:i
170
ooto 120
& BIN,. (TV) = X, <0#) = 5, (AM)·
= 16
& BIN. (TV>

2

170
180
19 0

200
210
220
230

240
250
260
270

280
290

& BIN,. <TV) = X .. <D#) = 5,. <AM)
= 16
if X = 16 then
& BOUT,. <DV) =
128 .. <D#) = 5 .. <AM) = 128
i f X = 0 t her,
& BOUT.. <DV) =
0 .. <D # ) = 5.. ( AM ) = 1 2 8 : qi:, t o
i::'.10
ooto 170
& BIN,. <TV) = X .. <D#) = 5,. (AM)
= 64
if X = 64 then
& BOUT,. <DV) =
512 .. <D#) = 5,. <AM) = 64
if X = 0 then
& BOUT,. <DV) =
0,. (D#) = 5,. <AM) = 64: qoti:, 2
50
q ·=· t o 21 0
& BIN,. <TV) = X,. <D#) = ,5,. CAM)
= 512
if X = 512 then
& BOUT,. (DV)
= 32 .. (D#) = 5,. CAM) = 32
if X
0 then
& BOUT,. (DV)
0,. (0#) = 5. <AM> = 32: a,:,to 2

=

90
aoto 250
for X = 1 to 30: print

=

: next

X
300
310

print "INITIALIZATION IS COM
PLETE. 11
for X = 1 to 12: print : next
X
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MODEL STATION EXERCISE PROGRAM
100
110

120
130
140

rem
THIS PROGRAM IS TO
rem DEMONSTRATE EACH
rem STATION OF THE
rem
MODEL IN TURN
for X = 1 to 30: orint : next
X

150

160
170

pr i r-,t
pr i r,t
for X

II
II

=

EXERCISE PROGRAM
FOR THE MODEL
1 to 11: print : next
11

11

X
&

180
190

PAUSE= 4
for X = 1 to 30: orint : next

200
210

pri r,t
PRESS START BUTTON T
0 BEGIN"
for X = 1 to 12: print : next

220

&

230

if X = 0 then aoto 250
ooto 220
& BIN.. <TV) = X.. CD#) = 7.. (AM)

X
II

X

BIN,. <TV) = X. CD#)

= 7 .. (AM>

= 8
240

250

--

260
270

C'
._J

if X = 1 then
& BOUT. (DV) =
L <D#) = 7. <AM> = 501
if X = 4 or X = 5 then
& BO
UT. (DV)

280
290
295
300
310
320
330

=

O. (D#)

=

7,. CAM)

=

501: ooto 290
ac,to 250
& BIN. (TV)

=

4240

& BIN,. <TV)

=

= v.

(D#)

=

= x.

(D#)

= 7,. (AM>

7,. CAM>

11360
if y = 4224 ther,
& BOUT,. CDV
) = 16 .. CD#) = 7 .. CAM> = 501
& BOUT. (DV
if y = 4112 then
) = 64. (D#) = 7 .. CAM) = 501
if y = 4112 and <X = 1088 c,r
X = 9280) then
& BOUT. CDV) =
32,. <D#) = 7. (AM> = 501
if Y = 4112 and X = 1056 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 4,. <D#) = 7,. (A
M> = 501
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340

4224 and X = 1056 then
= 1i~~8. <D#) = 7.
<AM) = 501
if Y = 4224 and X = 10272 then
& BOUT.<DV) = O.<D#) = 7.<A
M) = 501: aoto 500
if Y = 4112 and X = 9248 then
& BOUT. (DV) = 16. <D#) = 7. (
AM) = 501
if Y = 144 and X = 9248 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 64. (0#) = 7. (
AM) = 501
if Y = 144 and X = 9280 then
& BOUT. (DV) = 128. (D#) = 7.
<AM) = 501
if Y = 144 and X = 10304 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 3i='.. <D#) = 7. (
AM) = 501
i~ Y = 144 and X = 10272 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 4. (D#) ~ 7. <A
M) = 501
if Y = 4224 and X = 10272 then
& BOUT. <DV) = O. <D#) = 7. CA
M) = 501: ooto 430
aoto 2'30
& BIN. <TV) = X. <D#) = 5. CAM>
= 16384
if X = 0 then <DV> = 40'36. CD
#) = 5. CAM) = 6128
if X = 16384 then CDV> = O. <
D#) = 5. CAM) = 6128: cot.:, 47

if Y

=

& BOUT. (DV)

350
360
370
380
390
400
410

420
430
440
450

0

460

ooto 430
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MASTER OPERATION PROGRAM
9

ooto 500

=

& BIN. <TV)
8 .

20

if X = 0 then
qoto 80
qot,:, 10
&- BIN. (TV) = x. (D#) = 7.

30
40

X. <D#)

=

10

=

7. (AM)

=

(AM)

1 E,

45
50
60

pri r-,t X
if X = 16 ther-,
& BOUT. <DV) =
4. <D#) = 7. <AM) = 4
if X = 0 then
&- BOUT. <DV) =
O. (D#) = 7. (AM) = 4: q,:,to 12
0

70

80

if B = 4112 and C = 9248 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 16. <D#) = 7. <
AM> = 501
& BIN., (TV) = X., <D#) =. 7. <AM) =

96
print X
90
if X = 64 then
& BOUT. (DV)
32,. <D#) = 7,. <AM) = 32
95
if X = 96 then
& BOUT,. (DV)
32. CD#) = 7" (AM) = 32
100
if X = 32 then
& BOUT,. (DV)
o. (D#) = 7. <AM) = 64: ooto

85

110
120
130
140
145
150

=
=

=

4

0
o,::it,::i 80
& BIN.. (TV) = X" (D#) = 7. CAM)
= 3072
pri r-,t X
if X = 3072 then
& BOUT. CDV
) = 128.. <D#) = 7. <AM) = 128
if X = 1024 then
& BOUT. (DV
) = 128. (D#) = 7. (AM) = 128
if X = 2048 then
& BOUT. CDV
) = 0,. CD#) = 7. CAM) = 128: 0 1::it,:,

170
160

170
180
190

ooto 120
& BIN. (TV) = X. (D#) = 5. (AM)
. = 16
if X = 16 then
& BOUT. CDV) =
128. (D#) = 5. CAM) = 12_8
if X = 0 ther,
& BOUT,. CDV) =
o. CD#) = 5. CAM> = 128: o,::ito
210

28

200

aoto 170

210

BIN. <TV> = X. <D#) = 5. (AM)
= EA
if X = 64 ther,
& BOUT •..<-DY> =
512. <D#) = 5. <AM) = 64
i f X = 0 t her,
& BOUT. <D V ) =
o. <D#) = 5. (AM) = 64: aoto 2

c:20
230

&·

240

50
aoto 210

250

&

BIN. (TV) = X,.

=

<D#)

=

5. (AM)

512

if X = 512 then
& BOUT,. <DV)
= 32. <D#) = 5. <AM) = 32
270
if X
0 then & BOUT. (DV)
0. ( D # ) = 5. ( AM ) = 3 ;='. : , o i:, t ,:, 2
' '30
260

=

280
290

=

ooto 250
for X = 1 to 30: · 6rint

next

X

300

prir,t "INITIALIZATION IS COM

PLETE.
310

for X

II

=

1 to 12:

print : next

X

320
480
490
500

oc,to 1990
rem THIS rs THE START
rem PORTION
for X = 1 to 30: print

.

next

X

520

print

PRESS START BUTTON

II

TO BEGIN"

540

for X = 1 to 1 ·=-. print
i...;..

X

560

&

BIN. (TV)

=

8

=

= x.

(D#)

=

.

next

7,. CAM>

STAR
print II
T INITIATED": for X = 1 to 1
2: print : next X: ooto 10
600
qoto 560
970 rem HERE ARE THE GROUPS
rem OF SENSORS TO BE
980
ggc,
rern POLLED.
1000 & BIN. <TV) = A. CD#) = 7. CAM
) = 5
580

if X

0 then

29

1010

BIN. <TV> = B.

8.-

1020

=

= 16384

BIN,. <TV)

&

=

)

<D#)

=

7.

(AM

D.

(D#)

=

7,.

(AM

= E.

(D#)

=

c:.J,.

113

<AM

(D#)

=

c:.J"

<AM

c:-

(AM

=

print "E II; E
& BIN. <TV) = F,.

1041
1050

= 4992

)

1060

BIN,. (TV) =

8.-

=

)

1070

7. <AM

11360

BIN,. <TV)

&
)

1040

=

BIN. <TV) = c .

&
)

1030

(0#)

= 4240

)

&

G .. (D#)

=

.J"

3072

BIN. (TV>

= z.

(D#)

=

c:'

.J"

<AM

) = 32768
1080 if Z = 0 then qosub 20000
1900 rem THIS PORTION OF THE
1910 rem OPERATING PROGRAM IS

1920
1930
1940
1950
1990

rem

AN INTERLEAVING OF
THE SS PROC~SS COMrem MANDS AND THE P4S
rern
COMMANDS
if G = 0 and D = 0 and F =
4352 then & BOUT,. CDV) = 416
rem

O. <0#) = 5. CAM) = 6128
if A= 1 and B = 4224 and C
= 10272 then & BOUT. (DV) =
1 • <D# > = 7. CAM) = 501
2002 if (A= 0 or A= 4 or.A= 5
) and B = 4224 and C = i0272
then & BOUT. CDV) = O. (0#) =
7. CAM) = 501
2010 if (A= 4 or A= 5) and B =
4224 and C = 10272 then & B
OUT. rnv > = 16. <D# > = 7. CAM> =

2000

501
2015

if G

=

=

2048 and D
0 and F
4352 then & BOUT. <DV) =
4096. <0#) = 5. <AM) = 6128
2020 if (A= 4 or A= 5) and B =
4112 and C = 10272 then & B
OUT. CDV> = 64,. <D#) = 7. (AM) =

=

501

30

2030

2035

2040

2045
2050
2055
2060
2065
2070
2075

if CA= 4 or A= 5) and B =
4112 and C = 10304 then & B
OUT. <DV) = 256. <D#) = 7. (AM)
= 501
if D = 16384 and (E = 3j or
E = 49) and F = 4352_then &
BOUT. CDV) = 256. CD#) ~~. CAM
> = 6128
if CA= 4 or A= 5) and (C =
1088 or C = 9280) then & BO
UT. CDV) = 32. <0#) = 7. CAM) =
501
if E = 48 or E = 112 then
&
BOUT. <DV) = 1024. CD#) = 5. CA
M) = 6128
if B = 4112 and C = 1056 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 4. CD#) = 7. <A
M) = 501
if E = 80 or E =•~1 then
&
BOUT. <DV) = 128. (D#) = 5. CAM
) = 6128
if B = 4224 and C = 1056 then
& BOUT. <DV) = 128. (D#) = 7.
CAM) = 501
if E = 65 or E = 97 then &
BOUT. <DV) = 512. CD#) = 5 • .CAM
) = 6128
if B = 4112 and C = 9248 then
& BOUT. CDV > = 16. CD#> = · 7. C
AM> = 501
if E = 97 then oosub 30000

if A= 1 and B = 4240 and C
9248 then & BOUT. CDV) =
17. <D#) = 7, (AM) = 501
2090 if (A= 4 or A= 5) and B =
4240 and C = 9248 then & BO
UT. <DV) = 16. <0#) = 7, (AM> =
501
2095 if F = 4480 then & BOUT. CD
V) = 16. <0#) = 5, <AM> = 6128

2080

=

if B = 144 and (G = 0 or G =
2048) then & BOUT, <OV> · = 64
• <D # ) = 7. <AM> = 50 1
2105 if F = 4736 then & BOUT. (0
V) = 32. CD#) = s.· CAM) = 6128

2100

31

2110

2115

2120

2125
2130

2200

if B = 144 and (G = 0 or G =
2048) and C = 9280 then & 8
OUT. ( DV > = 128 .. <D#) = 7. <AM)
= 501
if F = 896 and (G = 0 or G =
1024 or G = 3072) then & BO
UT. _<DV) = 4192. (D#) = 5., <AM)
= 5128
if 8 = 144 and CG= 0 or G =
2 0 4 8 ) a r-, d C = 10 3 0 4 t her-, · · -&. .
BOUT. (DV) = 32., (D#) = 7., <AM)
= 501
if F = 896 and G = 2048 then
&· BOUT. <DV) = 4112. <0#) = 5
.. CAM) = 6128
if B = 144 and CG= 0 or G =
2048) and C = 10272 then &
BOUT .. CDV) = 4 .. <D#) = 7. <AM) =
501
if A= 1 and B = 144 then
&
BOUT,. <DV) = 1. <D#) = 7. <AM) =

5<:>i

if F = 896 and G = 2048 then
<DV) = 4128., CD#) = 5

2225

& BOUT.
• (AM)

= 6128
3000 oot ,::, 1000
19970 rem THIS IS THE
19980 rem USER INTERRUPT
19990 rem PORTION
20000 & BOUT. <DV) = O. <D#) = 7. (
AM) = 31997
20100 & BOUT. <DV > = 0,. <D# > = 5.. <
AM) = 40945
20200 for X = 1 to 30: print
next
X

USER INTERRUPT I
ori r,t 11
NITIATED"
20400 for X = 1 to 1 '-::,- .• print : next
2030(>

X

20500
20600
20700
25000

& PAUSE = 3
oot ,::, 500
return
& BIN. <TV) =

x.

(0#)

=

7.

(A

32

=

M>

1024
25010
if X = 0 theri
& BOUT. <DV>
= 0,. (0#) = 7: qoto 25030
25020
qoto 25000
25030
ret urr,
&- BIN. <TV) = E. <D#) = 5. <A
= 113
30008
if E = 33 t her-,
8.- BOUT. <DV
) = o. (0#) = 5. U~M) = 6L:::8: ooto
30020
30000

M) .

30010

aoto 30000

& BOUT. (D'J) = 4095. <D#)
5. (AM) = 4096
30030
& PAUSE= 1.5
30040
ret urr,

30020

=

33

MISCELLANEOUS MODULES

55
60
70

75

GRAM CHECKS THE
INPUT SIGNAL AT A
GIVEN AND MASK CHOICE
"WHAT AND MASK ARE YOU.
USING? ;Y
&- BIN. <TV) = x. (D#) = 7. <AM) --

rem
rem
rer,1
:inout

11

80

y

85

if X = 1

90

if X = 0 t her-,
if X > 1 ther,

95

print

JI :

100

then

pr i

r,t

orint
print

II

HIGH

II

LOW
OTHER

II

II

II

X

qoto 80

10 rem THIS PROGRAM CHECKS
20 rem VALUES OF OUTPUTS
30 rem THAT RUN MOTORS
100 input "WHAT IS THE <AM) VALLI

X= "~X

E?

110

130
140
150
155

ir,out "LET RUN? THEN Y=1. EL
SE Y=O. II ;Y
& BOUT .. <DV) = x. <D#) = 5. CAM
) = X
ooto 110
if y = 1 then
if y = 0 then ooto 150
•:)
& PAUSE = 1 '& BOUT .. <DV) = o .. (D#) = 5. (AM

160

ooto 100

120

.

)

=

X
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